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Algorithms and Algorithms and 
ComplexityComplexity

Lecture 1: IntroductionLecture 1: Introduction

Concepts CoveredConcepts Covered

�� What are algorithmsWhat are algorithms

�� Algorithmic development processAlgorithmic development process

�� Algorithmic ComplexityAlgorithmic Complexity

�� Major problems of interestMajor problems of interest

�� Sample problem and issues arisingSample problem and issues arising
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AlgorithmsAlgorithms

�� An algorithm is a sequence of An algorithm is a sequence of unambiguousunambiguous
instructions for solving a problem, instructions for solving a problem, ieie given given anyany
valid input of the problem generates the output valid input of the problem generates the output 
in a in a finitefinite amount of timeamount of time

�� In theory, algorithms are independent of In theory, algorithms are independent of 
computing machines although often their computing machines although often their 
development and efficiency is linked to the development and efficiency is linked to the 
underlying data structures used.underlying data structures used.

Developing AlgorithmsDeveloping Algorithms

�� Algorithmic development is much more complex than Algorithmic development is much more complex than 
believed. Structured approaches help although to a great believed. Structured approaches help although to a great 
extend, good algorithms rely on human ingenuityextend, good algorithms rely on human ingenuity

�� Experience and training helps for combining common Experience and training helps for combining common 
practices:practices:
�� Brute forceBrute force
�� Divide and ConquerDivide and Conquer
�� Problem transformationProblem transformation
�� Greedy SearchGreedy Search
�� Iterative ImprovementsIterative Improvements
�� Branch and BoundBranch and Bound
�� etcetc
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Algorithm Development CycleAlgorithm Development Cycle

1.1. Understanding the ProblemUnderstanding the Problem

2.2. Decide solving approach, core data structuresDecide solving approach, core data structures

3.3. Design algorithm (go back to 2 if needed)Design algorithm (go back to 2 if needed)

4.4. Prove Algorithm is correct for the valid input Prove Algorithm is correct for the valid input 
set (go back to 2 if needed)set (go back to 2 if needed)

5.5. Analyse algorithm complexity (go back to 2 if Analyse algorithm complexity (go back to 2 if 
needed)needed)

6.6. Implement the algorithm in appropriate Implement the algorithm in appropriate 
programming environmentprogramming environment

Algorithmic ComplexityAlgorithmic Complexity

�� The complexity of an algorithm is concerned The complexity of an algorithm is concerned 
with the relation expenditure of a particular with the relation expenditure of a particular 
resource relative to the problem sizeresource relative to the problem size

�� In computation we are predominantly interested In computation we are predominantly interested 
in two resources:in two resources:
�� time time –– how long it would take for the algorithm to how long it would take for the algorithm to 

executeexecute
�� space space –– how much memory space is required for the how much memory space is required for the 

algorithm to executealgorithm to execute
�� Today, due to rapid improvements in computer Today, due to rapid improvements in computer 

technologies time complexity is more significant technologies time complexity is more significant 
for most problemsfor most problems
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Significant ProblemsSignificant Problems
�� SortingSorting

Rearrange a set of items into a particular order based on a Rearrange a set of items into a particular order based on a 
particularparticular

�� SearchingSearching
Identify a particular element from a set of elementsIdentify a particular element from a set of elements

�� Graph AlgorithmsGraph Algorithms
Problems relevant to graph (a collection of points connected Problems relevant to graph (a collection of points connected 

between them) structures such as shortest paths and minimum between them) structures such as shortest paths and minimum 
spanning treesspanning trees

�� Combinatorial ProblemsCombinatorial Problems
Problems concerned with finding a particular permutation or Problems concerned with finding a particular permutation or 

combination of items so that certain constraints are satisfiedcombination of items so that certain constraints are satisfied

�� Geometric ProblemsGeometric Problems
Problems relevant to identifying properties in geometric objectsProblems relevant to identifying properties in geometric objects and and 

shapes (shapes (egeg the convex hull problem)the convex hull problem)

Algorithm Development ExampleAlgorithm Development Example

�� Consider the following problem:Consider the following problem:
There are four people who want to cross a bridge There are four people who want to cross a bridge 

all starting at the same side. It is night and there all starting at the same side. It is night and there 
is only one flashlight without which it is not is only one flashlight without which it is not 
possible to cross the bridge. The bridge can hold possible to cross the bridge. The bridge can hold 
a maximum of 2 people at a time. If two people a maximum of 2 people at a time. If two people 
are crossing the Iare crossing the Iff ttwwoo pepeooppllee aarere ccrorossssiingng tthehe
bbootthh cross at the speed of the lowest. The time cross at the speed of the lowest. The time 
needed to cross for each person is: A 1 min, Bneeded to cross for each person is: A 1 min, B 2 2 
min, C 5 min, D 10 min. What is the minimum min, C 5 min, D 10 min. What is the minimum 
time needed for all to cross to the opposite sidetime needed for all to cross to the opposite side
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Example continuedExample continued

�� The best solution to the problem is not so The best solution to the problem is not so 
obvious. The optimal answer is provided obvious. The optimal answer is provided 
below:below:

LEFT SIDE

A, B, C, D

C, D

C, D, A

A

A, B

RIGHT SIDE TOTAL COST

A, B 2

B 3

B, C, D 13

C, D 15

A, B, C, D 17

A, B (2)

A (1)

C, D (10)

B (2)

A, B (2)

Example continuedExample continued

�� Our task is to develop an algorithm that Our task is to develop an algorithm that 
would unambiguously lead to the (or a) would unambiguously lead to the (or a) 
best solution or at least a valid solution.best solution or at least a valid solution.

�� Some algorithms are presented in the Some algorithms are presented in the 
following slidesfollowing slides
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Algorithm 1.0Algorithm 1.0
��//Input: set of people on crossing times//Input: set of people on crossing times

while (people left on LHS) {while (people left on LHS) {

move the first two persons to RHSmove the first two persons to RHS

move the last person reaching RHS back to LHS move the last person reaching RHS back to LHS 

}}

For this algorithm it is easy to prove its correctness as with eFor this algorithm it is easy to prove its correctness as with each ach 
iteration the people remaining on LHS is decreasing by one, thusiteration the people remaining on LHS is decreasing by one, thus
guarantying that a solution is reached. guarantying that a solution is reached. 

The quality of the obtained solution is obviously random as the The quality of the obtained solution is obviously random as the 
sequence with which people are presented affects the resultsequence with which people are presented affects the result

Algorithm 1.1Algorithm 1.1
��//Input: set of people on crossing times//Input: set of people on crossing times

while (people left on LHS) {while (people left on LHS) {

move the first two persons to RHSmove the first two persons to RHS

move the fastest person on RHS back to LHS move the fastest person on RHS back to LHS 

}}

The above algorithm presents an obvious improvement to the firstThe above algorithm presents an obvious improvement to the first
algorithm without however presenting any guarantees of quality oalgorithm without however presenting any guarantees of quality of the f the 
obtained solutionobtained solution
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Algorithm 2.0Algorithm 2.0
��//Input: set of people on crossing times//Input: set of people on crossing times

sort people in descending order of their crossing timesort people in descending order of their crossing time

while (people left on LHS) {while (people left on LHS) {

move 1move 1stst and last person to RHS (and last person to RHS (ieie the slowest and fastest)the slowest and fastest)

move the fastest person on RHS back to LHS and put lastmove the fastest person on RHS back to LHS and put last

}}

This is a more sophisticated algorithm. Algorithm 2, unlike algoThis is a more sophisticated algorithm. Algorithm 2, unlike algorithms 1, rithms 1, 
will always yield the same solution which may be the best for cewill always yield the same solution which may be the best for certain rtain 
input sets.input sets.

In the test case, algorithm 2 would find a solution of 19 hours In the test case, algorithm 2 would find a solution of 19 hours (2 worse (2 worse 
than the best) than the best) 

Algorithm 3.0Algorithm 3.0
��//Input: set of people on crossing times//Input: set of people on crossing times

for (each pair of people on LHS) {for (each pair of people on LHS) {

x = calculate the cost of sending the pair across to RHSx = calculate the cost of sending the pair across to RHS

return to LHS to fastest person on RHS and add cost to xreturn to LHS to fastest person on RHS and add cost to x

y = repeat the algorithm for the set of people on LHSy = repeat the algorithm for the set of people on LHS

if if x+yx+y is better than best solution found, set to best solutionis better than best solution found, set to best solution

}}

This algorithm is radically different. By examination we see thaThis algorithm is radically different. By examination we see that it would t it would 
examine virtually all possible solutions to the problem and obtaexamine virtually all possible solutions to the problem and obtain the in the 
best. Therefore, one could argue that this is the best algorithmbest. Therefore, one could argue that this is the best algorithm. . 
However, there are many reasons to believe the opposite as we wiHowever, there are many reasons to believe the opposite as we will ll 
see in the coursesee in the course
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Algorithm 4.0Algorithm 4.0
��//Input: set of people on crossing times//Input: set of people on crossing times

while (people remain on LHS) {while (people remain on LHS) {

take the best pair to RHStake the best pair to RHS

return the fastest person on RHS back to LHSreturn the fastest person on RHS back to LHS

take the worst pair across to RHStake the worst pair across to RHS

return the fastest person on RHS back to LHSreturn the fastest person on RHS back to LHS

}}

This algorithm is seems a bit more complex and by applying it toThis algorithm is seems a bit more complex and by applying it to the the 
input data one gets the best solution (17). However, we shouldninput data one gets the best solution (17). However, we shouldn’’t rush t rush 
to state that it finds the best solution. To do this we should to state that it finds the best solution. To do this we should 
mathematically prove that it would find the best solution irrespmathematically prove that it would find the best solution irrespective of ective of 
the input set.the input set.

ConclusionsConclusions

�� Several algorithms can be developed to address Several algorithms can be developed to address 
a particular problema particular problem

�� When examining any suggested algorithm we When examining any suggested algorithm we 
should consider:should consider:
�� Whether we can prove it yields a solutionWhether we can prove it yields a solution
�� What is the algorithm efficiency with respect to the What is the algorithm efficiency with respect to the 

effort we have to exert for following iteffort we have to exert for following it
�� Whether we can prove that the solution obtained is Whether we can prove that the solution obtained is 

the best, the best, irrespectiveirrespective of the input setof the input set
�� What coding mechanisms should we use to What coding mechanisms should we use to 

implementing in a implementing in a computercomputer


